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OPERATION ROCHESTER 

Re Arthur Cunningham 

ADVICE 

Introduction 

l. On 26 September 1998, Arthur Denis Brian Cunningham (known as Brian 

Cunningham), aged 79, died. 

2. At the time of his death Mr Cunningham was a patient on Dryad Ward at the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital ('GWMH'). 

3. The cause of death was given as bronchopneumonia. 

4. During his time on Dryad Ward, Mr Cunningham was treated on a day to day basis by 

Dr Jane Barton, a Clinical Assistant in Elderly Medicine. Dr Barton is now aged 57 (date 

of birth c·.~--~--~--~~~~-~-~A~--~--~--~·.J). 

5. A thorough investigation into the events leading to and surrounding Mr Cunningham's 

death has been carried out by the Hampshire Constabulary. 

6. We have been asked to advise on the question of whether the evidence reveals the 

commission of any criminal offence by Dr Barton, and if so, whether there is a realistic 

prospect of conviction. The criminal offence to be considered is gross negligence 

manslaughter. 
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7. We should say at the QUtset that after careful consideration of ail the materials provided 

to us we have reached the conclusion that the evidence does not reveal the commission 

of the offence of gross negl!b-.ence manslaughter. 

8. ln reaching this conclusion we have, of course, had regard 10 the Code for Crown 

Prosecutors. 

9, Mr Cw1ningham was born on :-·-·-·-·-·-·c-ode-A·-·-·-·-·-1 
i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·~ 

10. He married in the 1970s, and in the i930s he and his wife moved to ~he Gosport areu. 

His win~ died in 1989. During the later years <Jfh!slife, Mr Cunnlnghana lived in variou~ 

rest homes, the last one being the Thalassa Nursing Home in Gosport 

11. By 1998, Mr Ctmn1ngham was 1:1 fruit elderly man vvith a number of signincant medical 

problems. For a munber of years he had been In and out of hospitaL ln particular, he h<~d 

fbr many years suffered from Parkinson's disease, and suffered pain in bis back from an 

old war wound (for which be received maxima! doses of weak opiok!s). ln addition, he 

had !ongAerm problems relating to constipation and an abnormal full blood count 

(leaving him susceptible to infections and blood clots), He also suffered from diabetes 

mad depression. His varimes Hlnesses meant that he had difficulty walking, and he used a 

stick and sometime$ a scooter. 

Overvi~t:'W 

!2. GWMH is a 113 bed community hospital managed by the Farchmn and Gosport Prhraary 

Care Tmst Between !994 and 2002 it was part of the Portsmol.lth Health Care NHS 

Trm<t The hospital is designed to provide continuing care for long~stay elderly patients. 

H is operated on a day to day basis by nursing and suppmt staff. Clinical expertise is 

provided by visiting General Pra.ctitkmers, Clinical Assistants and Consultants. Elderly 

patients are t!SUaliy admitted to GWMH by way of referral from loca! hospitals or 

general pracHtioner:~ for palliativi.'\ rehllbilitaalve or respite care. 

2 
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Mulberry Ward 

13. On 21 July I 998, because of his difficult behaviour, Mr Cunningham was admitted to 

Mulberry Ward at GWMH under the care of Dr Victoria Banks, a consultant in old age 

psychiatry. Mulberry Ward is a long-stay elderly mental health ward at GWMH. It was 

believed that Mr Cunningham 's behaviour was attributable to a combination of 

depression and dementia, and the purpose of the admission was for an assessment of his 

physical and mental wellbeing. 

14. The cause of Mr Curmingham•s abnormal full blood count was diagnosed as probable 

myelodysplastic syndrome. (Myelodysplastic syndrome is n disorder of the stem cells in 

the bone marrow which reduces the effective production of various types of blood cells. 

Those affected typically suffer from anaemia, reduced immunity lo infection or an 

increased risk of bleeding. 30%-40% of patients die of bleeding or infection. In 20%-

40% of patients it transforms into leukaemia.) By 26 August. however, Mr 

Cunningham's blood count was stable. 

15. During his stay on Mulberry Ward, Mr Curmingham was commenced on an anti

depressant His mood remained unstable, particularly at night, and on 17 August he was 

commenced on carbamazepine, an anti~epileptic drug. The following night he was given 

a sedative after becoming confused with paranoid and delusional ideas, On 19 August, 

an anti-psychotic drug was administered. 

16. Mr Cmmingham also developed a pressure sore, and had two urinary tract infections. He 

further developed renal impairment, although his renal function improved over time. 

i 7. On 27 August. Dr Althea Lord assessed Mr Cunningham and came to the view that he 

had generally improved since his admission. He was discharged the next day and 

returned to the Thalassa nursing home. On 1 i September, it was noted by a community 

psychiatric nurse that Mr Cunningham had settled back well at the nursing home, and 

that there were no management or behavioural problems. 

Dolphin Day Hospital 
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i &, On his discharge from Mulberry Ward, Mr Curmingham received follow-up care at dlc 

Dolphin day hospital in Gos.port. On ! 7 September, it was noted by staff at the hospital 

that he would not wake after a rest on the bed and wa'§. ref~sing to wlk, drink or swallow 

medicalion. He expressed a wish to die. 

19. On 21 September, Mr Cunninghnm was seen at the day hospltaJ by Or Lord. She noted 

that he was still suffering from sores, depression, an element of dementia and ~lrinary 

retention, as well as his long standing diabetes, Parkinson's disease and back injury. In 

particular, he \vas suffering from a sacra! ulcer which was causing him pain. Dr Lord 

admitted Mr Curm.ingham direct to Dryad Ward at GWMR She no~ed that he should 

receive oramorph {morphine solution) as required if he was li1 pain. She asked that his 

bt>d ~t the nursing home be kept open for at !east three weeks:, but also noted that his 

pmgnosis was poor .. 

20. Once he had been admitted to Dryad \Vard, the doctor who saw Mr Cunningham on a 

dny to day basis wus Dr Barton. Or Barton was a General Practitioner at the Forton 

Medical Centre ln GosporL She worked at GWMH on a part time basis as a visiting 

Clinical Assistant 

21. The details of Mr Cun;1ingham 's treatment were recorded in various sets of notes. These 

notes included the medical notes, the nursing notes and the drng chart. 

22< On his admission to Dryad Ward on 2! September, Mr Cwmingham was seen by Dr 

Barion. She prescribed diamorphine 20-200mg, hysodne (a drug to reduce retained 

secrelions, with sedative qualities) 200-EOOmicrogmrn and mid.azolam (a sedative) 20~ 

80mg, all to be admini:;;tered subcutaneously as required. The drug chart also recorded 

that, as was the case prior to hi::; fH.imisskm, Mr Cunningham was to receive omrnorph 

2.5· Wmg as required. Dr Barton made the following entry in the medica! notes: 

'' 1hmsfer fo Dryad rt'ani. Make con~for!ahle. Give adequate analgesia, I am happy for 

nur.~·ing siqff'lo conjirm death.' 

23. Mr Cunningham received Smg oramorph at 2.50 p.m. and a further lOmg at liU 5 p.m. H 

was noted ln the nursing summary notes that he reanained agitated until 8.30 pJn. 

4 
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24. At ll.l 0 p.m., a syringe driver was commenced containing diamorphine 20mg and 

midazolam 20mg. It was noted that he was peaceful from that time. 

25. On 22 September, Mr Cunningham's stepson, Mr Stewart-Farthing, telephoned the 

hospitaL He was told that the syringe driver containing diamorphine and midazolam had 

been commenced in order to allay Mr Cunnlnglmm's pain and anxiety. Apparently, he 

had tried to wipe sputum on a nurse, saying he had HIV and was going to give it to her. 

He had also tried to remove his catheter, emptied the bag and removed his dressing, 

throwing it across the room. In a further incident, he took off his covers and exposed 

himself. ln an entry for that evening in the nursing care plan, it was noted that the 

syringe driver was running. and that Mr Cunningham had a settled night 

26. On 23 September, Mr Cmmlngham was seen by Dr Barton. Her assessment was that Mr 

Cunningham had deteriorated. He had become chesty overnight At 9.25 a.m. hyoscine 

400micrograms was added to the syringe driver. Mr Stewart-Farthing was informed of 

the deterioration. He asked whether the cause was the commencement of the syringe 

driver, and was informed by staff that Mr Curmingham was only receiving the small 

dosage which he needed. At about I p.rn .• Mr Stewart-Farthing and his wife came to the 

ward and were seen by Sister Jean Hamblin and Staff Nurse Freda Shaw. They were 

very angry that the syringe driver had been commenced. The nurses again explained that 

the drugs were being administered to control Mr Cunningham's pain. They made Mr 

Stewart-Farthing aware that his stepfather was dying and needed to be made 

comfortable. At 8 p.m., the midazolam in the syringe driver was increased to 60mg. 

27. On 24 September, Mr Ctmningham was again seen by Dr Barton. She increased the 

doses in the syringe driver to diamorphine 40mg. hyoscine 800 microgram and 

midazolam SOmg. These doses were commenced at I 0.55 a. m. Jn the medical records 

she made the following note; 

'Remains unwell. Son has visited again today and is aware of how unwell he is. SC 

analgesia is controlling pain just. 1 am happy for nursing staff to confirm death' 

28. On 25 September, Mr Cunningham was seen by Dr Sarnh Brook, a colleague of Dr 

Barton. She noted in the medical records: 'Remains very poorly. On syringe driver. For 

TLC.' A new drug chart was drawn up with prescriptions for diamorphine 40~200mg, 

hyoscine 800microgram-2g and midazolam 20-200mg over 24 hours. At I 0.15 a.m., Mr 

5 
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Cunningham received doses of diamorphlne 60mg, hyoscine 1200microgram and 

~ictidazolam 80mg. 

29. On 26 September, a syringe driver containing diamorphine 80mg, hyosci!lC 

1200microgram and midazolam I OOmg was comrnen~ed ut l L50 EUTI. An entry in the 

nursing summary notes state that Mr Curmingham appeared la be deterlornting slowly. 

He continued to deteriorate, and died peacefully at ll. 15 p.rn. 

30. The cause of death was recorded on the death certificate as bronchopnc~1monia., although 

an entry In the medicul notes by Dr Brook. dated 28 September, recorded the cause of 

death as L bronchopneumonia, H. Parkinson's disease, sacm! ulcer. 

31, Hampshire police first investigated the deaths of elderly patients at GWMH in l998. 

This lol!owed the dead) or Glm:lys Rldmrds. Mrs Richards died at GWMH on 2! April 

1998. Her daughters m~de n complaint to the police regarding the treatment she had 

received, The police investigated the matter twice, and st!hmitted files to the Crown 

Prosecution Service ('CFS*). In August 2001, the CPS advised that there was 

insufficient evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction in respect of Hny 

individual involved in the care of Mrs Riclmrds. 

32. Local media coverage of the case prompted relatives of other pat!erHs who had died at 

GWMH to complain to the police. These complaints were investigaied, but no files were 

submiUed to the CPS. 

33, On 22 October 200 l, the Commission for Health lmprovemenl lmmdaed an investigation 

into the m~magemcnt, provision and quality of health care in GWMR The 

Con1rnission's repmt was published in M.uy 2002, and set out a number of factors which 

contributed to a faih!re to ensure good quallly patient c:ne" 

34. Following publication of this repmt, the Chief Medical Officer, Sir Umn Donaldson, 

commissioned Professor Richard Baker to conduct a statistk.a! analysis of mo1ta!ity rates 

atGWMH, 
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35. On 16 September 2002, Anitn Tubbritt, a nurse at GWMH, handed over to the hospital. a 

bundle of documents which minuted the concerns nursing staff had had in 1991 and 

!992 regarding, amongst other matters, increased mortality rates in elderly patients and 

the prescription of diamorphine by Dr Bnrton. The documents were made available to 

the police. 

36. As a result of this disclosure, Hampshire police decided to conduct a further inquiry. 

37. A total of ninety cases were reviewed by the police. These included the death of Mr 

Cunningham, A team of medical experts led by Professor Robert Forrest was appointed 

to conduct the review. The team was not asked draft a report on each case, but to 

categorise the care provided as optimal, sub-optimal or negligent. Approximately sixty 

cases were categorised as sub-optimal, and were referred to the General Medical 

Council. A further fourteen cases, including the present case, were categorised as 

negligent. 

38. The cases categorised as negligent are now the subject of an on-going review by Dr 

Andrew Wilcock, an expert in palliative medicine and medical oncology, and Dr Robert 

Black, an expert in geriatric medicine. 

39. Dr Wilcock and Dr Black have prepared reports commenting on the treatment given to 

Mr Cunningham at GWMH. In addition, the police have taken a number of witness 

statements, and Dr Barton has also been interviewed under caution. 

Witness Statements 

40. Or Lord confirms in her witness statement that she admitted Mr Cmmingham to Dryad 

Ward with a view to more aggressive treatment on his sacml ulcer. However, she 

believed that his prognosis was poor. She states: 

'Whilst the treatment plan was aimed m maximising the prospecl of an improvement in 

Mr Cmmingham 's condition J recognised that his general condi!ion was very poor and 

had contributed to the development of the large pressure sore, !felt that he was unlikely 

to recover.' 
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4 L Dr Brook confirms In her wltness statement that when she made the entry in the medical 

notes dmed 25 September 1998, she felt that Mr Cunningham was dying 

42. Mrs Hamlin states that Mr Slewart-Farthing was extremely unhappy that the effect of the 

syringe driver was that he could not speak to h!s stepfather. She states tlual Mr Stewart

Parthing was offhand with the nursing staff, and that his wife apologised for his 

behaviour. 

43, Mr Stcwart-Farthing's view is that the use of the syringe driver was totally 

inappropriate, and that his stepfather was unnecessarily sedated. He states thal he made 

this dear to i.he l1Ursing saafL He states that he was amazed that the cause ofdeath was 

given as bronchopneumonia, aHd belkves that the finding of ahe post mortem ··· which 

confirmed the cause of death ··· is part of a wider conspin:u:y. He smmn~nises his themy 

concerning Mr Cmmlngham's death in the following way: 

',.J have no doubt at allllmt Brian wa.'l the .o:u~ject qf a well oiled disposal machine 

being administered by a culture of able indh>iduah who were wd! used to their evil 

practice. lrr Briau 's case l beli!rve thu go(ifailwr was Lord, the exe!cuOoners were Barton 

and Hambli'n and tlw.~e were aided and abetted by Brook and a corrupt corcmer 's 

ojjia .. ' 

44. As part of tbe police investigatk.ln, Dr Bartma was interviewed under caution in relation 

to the death of Mr Cunningham. The interview took plnce on 2l April 200~L Dr Harton 

was represented by u solicitor, !an Barker, 

45, it was indicated by Mr Barker that Dr Barl.on would read out a prepared statement, but 

would not cornmena further. The stmem.ent. a-e:ad out by Dr Barton may be summarised as 

t~J!Iows: 

(J) By 1998, the demands on Dr Barton's time al GWMH ,,·ere considem.ble, and 

she was left with the choice of making detailed clinical notes or attending 

pntients [p.6J; 
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(2) Dr Lord's note that Mr Curmingham's prognosis was poor, made after she had 

assessed him at the Dolphin day hospital on 21 September, meant that Dr Lord 

felt Mr Curmingham was probably dying [p.l2]; 

(3) Prior to Mr Cmmingham being transferred to Dryad Ward, Dr Barton and Sister 

Hamblin went to see him at the Dolphin day hospitaL He was clearly upset and 

in pain. Once at Dryad Ward, Or Barton examined him [p. 12]; 

(4) Given Mr Cunningham•s very frail condition, and Dr Lord's prognosis, Dr 

Barton noted that she was happy for nursing staff to confirm death [p.l2]; 

(5) Or Barton prescribed diamorphine on a proactive basis because she believed 

that although the oramorph would assist in pain relief, it might be inadequate. 

The sacral sore was the size of a fist, and was clearly causing Mr Cunningham 

significant pain and distress. The range of diamorphine was wide, but it would 

have been commenced at the bottom end of the range and any tncrease would 

ordinarily have been referred to her or another doctor [pp. 13-14]; 

(6) Dr Burton also prescribed the hyoscine and midazolam for the purpose of 

relieving Mr Cunningham's pain, distress and agitation [p.14]; 

(7} Although she has no specific recollection, Dr Barton believes the syringe driver 

was commenced on 21 September because a second dose of ommorph had 

proved insufficient in relieving Mr Cunningham's pain. Or Barton cannot recall 

if she was specifically contacted regarding the commencement of the syringe 

driver, or whether the dose range and provision had been agreed with nursing 

staff earlier [p.l5]; 

(8) On 22 September, a Barthel assessment was carried out and Mr Cunningham's 

score was niL This indicated that he was totally dependent [p.l6]; 

(9) The decision to add hyoscine to the syringe driver ora 23 September was made 

by Dr Barton [p.I7J; 

( 1 0) Although she has no specific recollection, Or Barton believes that she would 

have been contacted about the subsequent increases in the doses administered 

via the syringe driver [p. 18); 

9 
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(ll) The increases were necessary to re!ieve Mr Cmmingham's pain and distress, as 

it was likely that he had become !Oierant to opiates [p.20]; 

{ 12) At all times the medication given to Mr Cunningham and authorised by Dr 

Barion was provided solely with the uirn of relieving his pain, distress and 

anxiety, in accordance with her duty of care [p,22]. 

46" Dr Wiicock is a Render in Palliative Medicine and Medica! O!icoiogy nt the t)nivcrsity 

of Nottingham and an Honorary Consultant Physician of the Nottinghan1 City Hospital 

NHS Trust 

47, Dr Wilcock has reviewed the care given to Mr Curwlngham in the last mon(hs ofhis life, 

and prepared a repm1 dated 27 September 2005, 

4~L He concludes that the care g~ven to Mr Cmmingham on Mulberry Ward at the GWMH 

and at the Dolphin day hospital was notsubslam.iard,. 

49. ln rdaiir.m to Dryad Ward, Dr WOcock's opinion is that the care pl'ovided to Mr 

C~lnningham was suboptimal. His conduskms may be swramarised as follows, 

U) There is little doubt that Mr Cmmingham ,~~,,as ~atum!ly coming to tfje em:! of hl:s 

life. His death was in keeping with a progre~;;..;;ive lrreversible physical decline, 

documerHed over at least ten days by diflerent clinical teams, accompanied in 

his terminal phase by a bmnchopnemm:mia [p.42]; 

(2) The lack of medical notes makes it difticult to follow w detail Mr 

Cmmingham's progress over the last six days of his life. In particular, Dr 

Barton nmde no m:lequate written justification for commencing the :syringe 

driver or subsequently increasing the doses of the drugs which were 

adrninistered, and failed to keep proper noaes relating to her assessments of Mr 

Ca.mningham fp.28]; 

(3) The use ofdimnorph!ne, m!dazolam and hyoscine was reasonable [.p.40J~ 
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( 4) The large dose range of diamorphine prescribed by Dr Barton was likely to 

have been excessive for Mr Cmmingham's needs, although such doses were not 

in the event administered and Mr Curmingham was not rendered unresponsive 

[pp.40,42-43]; 

(5) There was a lack of adequate guidance as to how the doses of diamorphine and 

midazolam were to be increased [p.4 I]; 

(6) Sometimes the increases were greater than would be considered typical, and 

made without written justification [pAl]; 

(7) Other strategies could have been employed to manage Mr Cunninglmm's pain 

[p.41 ], 

50< Dr Wilcock concludes as follows [pp.42-4J]: 

• Dr Bar! on could be seen as a doctor who, whilst failing to keep dear, accurate, and 

contemporaneous patient records had been at!empting to allow Mr Cwmingham a 

peacefid death, albeit with what appears to be an apparent lack of szifficienf knowledge, 

illustrated, for example, by the reliance on large dose range of diamorphine by syringe 

driver rather than a fixed dose along with the provision of smaller 'as required' doses 

that would allow Mr Cwmingham 's need~ to guide the dose titration. Dr Bar/on could 

also be seen as a doe/or who breached the duty of care she owed to Mr Cwmingham by 

jailing to provide treatment with a reasonable amount of skill and c:are. This was to a 

degree that disregarded the safety oflvfr Cunningham by wmeces.lwrlly exposing him to 

potentially receiving excessive dm;es of diamorphine. In the event, however, such large 

doses were not administered, and in my opinion, the use of diamorphine, midazolam and 

hvoscine in these doses could be seen as appropriate given Mr Cwmingham 's 

circumstances.' 

51. Dr Wilcock has also prepared a draft overview, dated 4 September 2006, in relation to 

Operation Rochester a.'i a whole. In this overview, Dr Wilcock states that it is "likely' that 

Mr Cunningham had entered a 'natural' irreversible terminal decline (prior to the 

relevant acts or omissions on the part of Dr Barton), Dr Wik:ock has added the following 

note of caution to his opinion: 
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'Note: prognosis is dijficult Jo accuratufy judge and it is hest to consider the above an 

indication, in my opinffm, of which end of a spectrum a patient would lie .rathut than a 

more definite classification.' 

52, Dr Black is a Con~m!tant Phy~icl.un in Geriatric Medicine at Queers Mary's Hospiaal In 

Kent, and an Associate l'v1ember ofthe General Medical CounciL 

53. Dr Black has reviewed the care provided io Mr Cunningham on Dryad Ward, and 

prepared a report dated I I July 2005, His conclusions m<ay be summarised as follows: 

( 1) By the time Mr Cunningtmm was admhted to Dryad Ward on 2 [ September, he 

was very seriously ill with multiple problems, and had been in dedine for lU 

least three months [pum.6.2l ]; 

(2) Ire such drcumstances, the consultant has to make a judgement whether the 

problems are easily reversible, which would involve intensive therapy including 

dr~p:s and surgery. or whether they are likely to be the termin.rd event of a 

progressive dcdlne [pm:a.6.2l ]; 

(3) The combination of llCUte problems on top of Mr c~mninghmn's progressive 

chronic problems meant that active treatment was very likely to be futile and 

therefore inappropriate, it \Vas appropriate hJ admit hirn into a caring 

environment for pain relief and symptomatic support fpamJi.22}; 

(4) The :staraing doses of diamm:phine and midazolam administered via the syringe 

driver were m::ceptable, and lhe decision to prescribe the dmg:s was a reasonable 

munagement decision [pum.626]~ 

(5) The increase in the do .. ':mge of diamorphine and midazolam on 23 September 

was appropriate, and it was reasonable to increase the pailiatlve care regime 

[paras.6.27, 6.28]; 

(6} The tour-fold increase ln midazoium on 24 September appears to be excessive 

[purn.6.21L 

12 
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(7) The doses of diamorphine and midazolam administered on 25 and 26 

September were excessive [para.6.30]. 

54. Dr Black concludes as follows: 

'7.1. Ar!lmr Cunningham is an example of a complex and challenging problem ... in 

geriatric medicine. He Sl!f!ered from multiple chronic diseatH:!S and gradually 

deteriorated with increasing medical and physical dependency. It is always a challenge 

to clinicians Jo identify the point to stop trying to deal with each individual problem or 

crisis [and accept] that the patient is ... dying and that symptom comrol is appropriaJe. 

7.2. In my view, Mr Cunning/mm was managed appropriately, including an appropriaie 

decision Jo start a syringe driver for managing his symptoms and agitation as part of his 

terminal illness in September 1998. 

7.3. Aly one concern is the increased dose qf Diamorphine in the ,\yringe driver on 2Sis 

and 2fl'1 September 1998, as 1 was unable to jind any justification for this increase In 

dosage in either the nursing or the medical notes. In my view this increase in medication 

may have sli'ghtly shortened life for at most no more than a few hours to day-s, however, I 

am not able to .find evidence to satisfy myse(f that this is 10 !he standard of "beyond 

reasonable doubt".' 

The Legal Framework 

55. The ingredients of the offence of gross negligence manslaughter are set out in R. v. 

Adomako [ 1995] l A. C. 171, The Crown must establish: 

(I) That there was a duty of care owed by the accused to the deceased; 

(2) That there was a breach ofthat duty by the accused; 

(3) That the breach resulted in death (causation); 

(4) That the breach is to be characterised as gross negligence and therefore a crime. 
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56, In determining whether there has been a breach of the duty the ordinary civil law of 

negligence applies. The test is objective. H is the failure of the accused to reach the 

standard ofthc reasonable man placed in the position of the accused. 

57. An accused is not negligent if he acts in accordance with a practice accepted at the time 

as proper by a responsible body of professional opinion skilled ~n the parlicular activity 

in question, even though there is a body of competent professional opinion which might 

adopt a tHffere11t technique. {The "Bolam {est\ after Bo!am v, FriunLflrt,m_i!al 

ManagunlS!!.lf..f..}!.!J.U!Jif.{~f~ [i957] 1 W.LR. 582 <U 587,) 

Slt The breach of duty may arise by reason of un act or un omission, 

59. lfthere has been a breach lt is essential to show thal. the breach was a cause oHhe death. 

H is to be noted that the breach need not be the sole cause of death or even the main 

cause of death. H is sufficient for it to be an operating cause, Hma is, something which h 

not de minimis. 

60. In Ado;wko, Lord Mackay of Clashfem LC, describing the tesl for gross negligence, 

stated: 

' ... the ordinary principles of the law of negligence apply to ascertain whether or not the 

defendant has been in breach of a duty of care toward~· the victim who has died Jf.nu.:h a 

breach f4 duty is established the next question is wlu:ther the bread1 qfduty caused !he 

death of lhe vfcHm. {.fso, the jmy must go on to consider whether thal breach of duty 

should be categorised as &'1'oss ncgligs.mce and therrJfore as a crime, This will depend on 

!he sen"owmo.NiS qfthe breach of dUly committed by rile d~fmukmt in a!! the circumstances 

in which the defendant wm; placed when it occtwred The jury will have to cmtsider 

whether the (.;:'Cteni to ·which the defendant'<" conduct deparied.fi·om the proper standard 

(~f care iucumbetlt upon him. involving as it must haw.:~ done a risk of death to the pafiem, 

was such that if should b{: judged crimina!.' 

6 I. The aest was: nftirmed by the Court of Appeal in R. v. Amit Misra, K >'. Raieer: 

Srivastova [2004] E.W.C.A. Crim, 2375: 

'In our judgnu.mt the law is dear. The ingredhmts qf the {)jfimce have been clearly 

defim.u.f in Adomako ... 11u! hypotlwfical citizen, seeking to know M-. posi'lion. would be 

advised that, assuming he owed a duty of care to the deceased which he had negligently 
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broken, and thal death resulted, he would be liable to conviction for manslaugh!er, ij; on 

the available evidence, the jury was satisfied that his negligence was gross. A doctor 

would be told that grossly negligent JrealmenJ of a palient which exposed him or her to 

the risk of death. and caused il, would conslitule manslaughter,' 

62. In Adomoko, Lord Mackay went on to say: 

'The essence of the maller which is supremely ajwy ques/ion is whether, luwlng regard 

to Jhe risk of death involved, the conduct of the defendant was so bad in all the 

circumstances as to amount in their judgment to a criminal act or omission.' 

63. The conviction for gross negligence rmmslaughter was confirmed in the case of 

Adomako. The evidence revealed that the appellant had failed for eleven minutes or so to 

identify the cause of the patient's respiratory difficulty as a dislodged endothroceal tube, 

Other means of restoring the supply of oxygen were frnntically tried but the simple and 

obvious procedure of re~attnching the tube was not performed, something that, according 

to expert evidence, would have been done by a competent anaesthetist within thirty 

seconds of observing the patient's difficulty. The expert evidence called on behalf on the 

prosecution was to the effect that the standard of care was 'abysmal' nod 'a gross 

dereliction of care'. 

64. Thus for the purposes of liability the test is objective, The Adomako test does however 

require the jury to decide that the conduct of the accused was so bad that it ought to be 

stigmatised as a crime 'in all the circumstances in which lhe dejimdant wax placed ·when 

the breach {if duty occurred'. This enables account to be taken of ail the circumstances 

and their likely effect on the actions of a reasonable man. 

65. Unlike states of mind such as recklessness and intention, negligence does not presuppose 

any particular state of mind on the part of the accused. it is a standard that reflects fault 

011 his part. The main feature distinguishing negligence from intention and recklessness 

(as it is commonly understood) is that there is no requirement that the accused should 

foresee the risk that the actus reus might occur. Negligence involves an objective 

assessment of an objectively recognisable risk. Evidence as to the accused's state of 

mind is not a pre~requisite of a conviction (see Anomer General's Rr;i?rr;JJ£e (No. 2 of 

19991 [2000] 2 Cr.App.R. 207, CA). 
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66. In R" v. Prentice [1994] Q.B. 302 the Court of Appeal, without purporting to give ::m 

exhaustive definition, considered that proof of any of the following states of mind may 

properly lead ::a jury to make a tlnding of gross negligence: 

( i) Indifference to an obvious risk of death; 

(2) Actual foresight of the risk of death coupled wi~h an intention nevertheless to 

nm it; 

(3) An appreciation of the rfsk of death coupled wi!h an intention to avoid it but 

also coupled with such a high degree of negligence in the uttempted avoidance 

as tbejmy consider justifies conviction; 

(4) Inattention or failure to advert to a serious risk of dcuth which goes beyond 

mere inadvertence in respect of an obvious and important mrnter which the 

defendant's duty demanded he should address, 

67, The etl'ect of the above authorities may be summarised as lbHows: 

(l) The starting point of any considemtkm of gross neg!Egence manshmghter is Hae 

decision of the House of Lords in Ad!!.Ul{!~Q; 

(2) The essence oft he matter which is supremely :a jury question is whether, having 

regard to the risk of death involved, the conduct of the accused was so bud in all 

the circumstances as to amount in theirjtJdgment to a criminal ad or omission; 

(3) Although there may be cases where the defendant's state of mind is relevant to 

the jury's consideruUon when assessing the grossness ~md crlmim:dity of his 

conduct, evidence of state of mind is not a pre~requislte to a convictiofl for 

manslaughter by gross negligence; 

(4) A defendant who is reckless, in the ordinary sense of ahe w·ord, may well h(' 

more readily found to be grossly negligent to a crimina! degree; 

(5) Failure to advert to a serious risk going beyond mere inadvertence ira respec1 of 

an obvious and important matter which the accused's duty demanded he should 

address is one possible mute to liability; 
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(6) The accused can only be guilty of gross negligence manslaughter if the jury is 

satisfied that his conduct fell sufficiently short of what a reasonable man would 

have done placed as the defendant was, and that the conduct should be 

condemned as a crime. 

68. !t seems to be clear that the situation in which the accused found himself must be taken 

into account when determining liability and this will include a consideration of such 

matters as the experience of the accused and the difficulties under which he was acting 

when he did the act or made the omission of which complaint is made. 

69. Support for the proposition that the situation in which the accused found himself may be 

taken into account when deciding whether the negligence should be judged criminal and, 

for that matter, whether there is a realistic prospect of conviction, is to be found in 

Prentice. The accused were doctors. They administered two injections to a patient, 

without checking the labels on the box or the labels on the syringes before doing so. The 

injections had fatal results. The accused were tried in the Crown Court and convicted 

after the judge had given the jury a direction on recklessness (whether the risk would 

have been obvious to a reasonable man). Their convictions were quashed by the Court of 

Appeal and Lord Tay! or CJ stated: 

'In effect, therefore, once the jury found that "the defendant gave no thought to the 

possibility qfthere being any such risk" on the judge's directions they had no option but 

Jo convict. . .. if the jury had been given the grms negligence lest, they could properly 

have taken into account "excuses" or mitigating circumstances in deciding whether the 

high degree of gross negligence had been established. The question for the jwy ,\·hould 

have been whether, in the case qf each doctor, they were sure that the failure to 

ascertain the correct mode of administering the drug and to ensure that on~v that made 

was adopted W!lS grossly negligent to the poim of criminality having regard to all the 

excuses ami mitigating circumstances qfthe case. • 

70. Lord Taylor went on to identify the excuses and mitigating circumstances of lhe case, 

which included the individual doctors• experience and subjective belief. 

Analysis 
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Overview 

71. Mr Cunningham was transferred to Dryad Ward on 2! September 1998. By this time, he 

;,vas frail and had a 1mmbet of significant medical problems. ln particular, he was 

suffering from a sacral uker. Or Lord, who admitted him to Dryad Ward, noted that his 

prognosis was poor. 

72. During Mr Cunningham's time on the ward, Dr Barlon prescribed him a number of 

dfugs" On the evening of his admission, a syringe driver cmHnining dimnorphine and 

rnidm:olam was commenced. Hyoscine was added 011 23 Sepiember. The doses of the 

drugs administered via the syringe driver were increased on 24, 25 and 26 September. 

73. On 26 Septernber, Mr Cmmingham died. 

Summary (~!the tJ.pens ' Opinions 

74. There is no doubt that Mr Cwming!mm had naturally entered a period of terminal 

decline. For some time he had experienced a number of signi flcurat medical difficulties, 

and in the terminal phase these were accompanied by bronchopneumonia. A palliative 

care regime was, therefore, appropriate" The use of dkamorphine,. midazolam and 

hyoscine >;Vas appropriate, 

75. The cure given to Mr Ctmningham was suboptimaL The medical notes maintained by Dr 

Bnrton were inadequate and the doses of drugs administered via the syringe driver 'Were 

increased without written justification. In other respects, Or Barton did not follow best 

pmctlce. 

76. The experts agree dmt the doses administered when the syringe driver was commenced 

were reasonable. Dr Wikock states that, although subsequently Dr Bm1on prescribed 

dH~gs in doses which were excessive for Mr Cmmingham's needs, these doses were 

never actually administered, and the doses which were administered could be seen 

appropriate. Dr Black, on t.he other hand, saaies tlmt the doses of diamorphine 

administered on 25 and 26 September were excessive, He states that. they may have 

slightly shortened life by a few hours or days. t~lthmJgll this could fii:lt be proved lo the 

criminal standard. 
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Discussion 

77. In assessing whether the evidence in this case reveals the commission by Dr Barton of 

the offence of gross negligence manslaughter, we have had regard to the following 

matters: 

(I) Whether Dr Barton breached her duty of care; 

(2) Whether Dr Barton's acts in breach of duty caused death; 

(3) Whether any breach of duty on the part of Dr Barton may properly be 

characterised as grossly negligent 

78. There is some evidence that Dr Barton was negligent in prescribing diamorphine in such 

high doses. This conduct, and her failure to make proper notes, was plainly subooptimal. 

However, the essential issue in this case is, by causing the drugs to be administered to 

Mr Cunningham via the syringe driver, did Dr Barton, in breach of her duty of care, 

cause his death. 

79. Dr Black's opinion is that the doses of diamorphine administered on 25 and 26 

Septernber were excessive. Dr Wilcock, on the other hand, states that the doses may 

have been appropriate. Having regard to the experts' opinions, whilst there is some 

evidence tbat Dr Barton breached her duty of care, it is unlikely that this could be proved 

to the criminal standard. 

80. There is some evidence that the drugs administered to Mr Cunningham shortened his life 

by a fe\v hours or perhaps a few days. However, Dr Black's view is that this could not be 

proved to the criminal standard. Mr Cunningham was naturally coming to the end of his 

life. In our view, therefore, causation could not be established in this case. 

81. Further, in our opinion, it is highly unlikely that Dr Barton 's conduct, if it was found to 

be negligent and to have caused death, could be said to be grossly negligent In coming 

to this view we have had regard to the following matters: 

( 1) Mr Cunningham was an elderly, frail man, who was naturally coming to the end 

of his life, and was, shortly after his admission to Dryad Ward, in the tem1inal 

phase; 
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(2) lt was appropriate for Dr Barton to provide palliative c~~r~: 

{3) The care provided by Dr Barton allowed Mr Cunningham to die peacefully; 

(4) If the drugs p1-escrit:ed by Dr Barton did shorten life, the per!od was only a 

matter of hours or a few days. 

82. ln the lighl of what has been set mit above, ln our oplnkm the evider::ee does not reveal 

the commission oft!l:e ommce of gross negligence manslaughter. 
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